
RNA world 



RNA world...begins with 
proteins 



“Nuclein” discovered in 1871 
by Friedrich Meischer 
-Phosphorus storage molecule 
-involved in fertilization but 
rejected its role in heredity 

Albrecht Kossel identified 
nucleotides in 1891 
 
Awarded Nobel Prize in 1910 

Oscar Hertwig recognized the 
relationship between nuclear 
fusion and development in 1875 Robert Altmann isolated 

“nucleic acids” from protein 
preparations in 1889 Erwin Chargaff showed that 

different species could have 
distinct nucleotide ratios in 
1940s-50s 

Oswald Avery et al. found 
that DNA encoded hereditary 
information in 1944 

Protein and then nucleic acids 

Watson, Crick and Franklin solved  
the structure of DNA 



DNA -> RNA -> protein = common modern information transfer 
 
RNA -> DNA via reverse transcriptase (Nobel Prize to Howard Temin  
and David Baltimore) 
-upset the Central Dogma, but did not suggest an RNA world 



Setting the stage 
 
-precursors were available and conditions were  
favorable for abiotic nucleotide and carbohydrate  
generation 
-similar compounds have been detected in some  
meteorites 



Setting the stage 
 
 
-Miller-Urey experiment showed that mimicking prebiotic conditions in the lab could 
result in the production of the 20 most common amino acids 
 
After two weeks, 10-15% C was in  
the form of organic compounds 
 
Miller mimicked volcanic eruptions 
in the lab and produced 200 AA and 
various other amines and OH-molecules 
(water soluble) 
 
Proteins were originally thought to be 
the heritable information 



Peptide nucleic acids...pre-RNA??? 
 
RNA (currently) is very unstable 
 
 
PNAs are similar to (and precursors of) RNA  
 
Can be generated under ‘prebiotic conditions’ 
(NH3, CH4, H2O,N2, H2CO, electric discharge) 
 
Short PNA fragments can be generated at 100C 
 
No known replicating mechanisms 
 
RNA/DNA replication mechanisms clearly won out over alternatives 



Catalytic RNAs...windows into the past 
 
1960s: Woese/Crick/Orgel proposed that RNA could catalyze reactions 
 
1970s-80s: self-splicing introns (Cech) and RNase P (Altman) were the  
first ‘ribozymes’ discovered 
 
Ribosome is comprised of catalytic RNAs  
complexed with proteins 
 
RNAs can self-replicate, cut and elongate oligonucleotides 
 
 
 



Catalytic RNAs...windows into the past 
 
Why RNA first? 
 
-present in many of the oldest (slowest evolving) and critical cellular processes 
--transcription and translation, cofactors 
 
-can store and transmit information (and is subject to natural selection) 
 
-high local concentrations speed assembly 
--RNAs can polymerize in the presence of clay (montmorillonite) 



Catalytic RNAs...windows into the past 
 
Why RNA first? 
 
-subject to mutations and natural selection 
 
Joyce and Lincoln demonstrated in vitro, evolved  
self-replicating RNA (Science 2009 vol. 323) 
 
 



Catalytic RNAs...windows into the past 
 
Why RNA -> DNA? 
 
RNA world might select for greater stability of highly replicative RNA 
 
DNA is more stable than RNA 
-due to the deoxyribose sugar is less reactive 
-double-strandedness (ds) shields information from unwanted interactions 
-DNA replication has proof-reading systems lacking in RNA replication 
-ds also provides an inherent error-correction 
 
Higher stability = lower mutation rates = high fidelity = longer genes and genomes 
-more information and more complexity 



Cells: getting a little closer! 
 
Low local concentrations of RNA, nucleotides and their precursors 
prevented frequent RNA synthesis or specific replication 
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Cells: getting a little closer! 
 
Low local concentrations of RNA, nucleotides and their precursors 
prevented frequent RNA synthesis or specific replication 
 
Self-assembly of fatty acids (H2O-head, H2O-tail) into micelles and vesicles 
 
Compartmentalization of all the necessary components increases the likelihood of  
more replicative cycles, more quickly 
 
With each replication, new mutations arise, of which those perpetuating good or  
better replication would be fixed 



Some remaining issues 
 
Fatty acid-compartmentalized, self-replicating nuclear  
material likely gave rise to protocells 
 
Protocell reproduction...unclear 
 
Evolution of bacteria from protocells...unclear. 
 
Bacteria are the oldest known cellular organisms 
-3.2 Byo fossilized bacteria 


